
GTA VICE CITY STORIES ROBBERY BUSINESS PLAN

This article is about a feature of Empire Building in GTA Vice City Stories. Robbery is a business in the Empire Building
feature of Grand Theft Auto: Vice City.

These gangs are used to take over criminal businesses in the city and build up Vic's empire and in turn his cash
reserves. Big Mitch Baker is believed to have been implicated in several civil disturbances. He later suspects
that Ricardo Diaz was behind the ambush, a lead that Tommy follows and discovers to be true. There are three
levels that each business can go through: Small-time, Medium Venture and High Roller. Both Tommy and
Lance then proceed to shoot a wounded Ricardo Diaz in the face, killing him. When the French begin to
pursue Colonel Cortez for their stolen "missile technology" chips, he asks Tommy for help one more time to
flee Vice City for safer harbor with his yacht. Nevertheless, Juan is not unappreciative and behaves as such,
paying Tommy for his work and thinking of him as a friend. He is a noted gun collector and is almost always
armed; and he has a private militia and is heavily guarded at all times. Phil Collins, which is kind of 'One
More Night,' light stations, you know? See, I was in a video game. If you choose, you can ignore all this and
play around in the sandbox mode but of course you don't progress the storyline, and it's easy to say that this is
one of the best storylines in the franchise. He always wears a cowboy hat and rides in a black limousine. The
daily income is paid every day at , unless you're on a mission in which case it's paid after the mission ends.
Boy did they get it right. Once all thirty empire sites are taken over by the player, the vehicles that spawn
outside of them will become bulletproof. He is also the leader of his own gang, and the initial drug lord of
Vice City. For this one try to get a good vantage point with a Sniper Rifle , or an Assault Rifle. But it isn't
actually what I am. Related Tags. The Money Truck In this mission you have to hijack a Securicar from
enemy gang members. This is a landmark moment in the GTA series because not only does it have the 80's
soundtrack, but it's a virtual concert with a virtual Phil Collins actually fronting the stage. The city itself is a
sprawling metropolis ripe for the taking and there are a lot of things going on, such as a Phil Collins concert.
Paul is a notorious kiss-up to all of Vice City's elite, and as such is very good "with rumors. Throughout the
game, Mitch makes numerous angry phone calls to local radio stations , complaining that they play too much
hair bands and not enough hard rock. Dubbed as the Diaz Estate, the interior of the home closely resembles
that of fictional drug lord Tony Montana from the film Scarface. There is however a number of changes to be
aware of such as the fact that Vic in contrast to Tony from LCS can swim. In order to return a damaged site to
full capacity, Vic will need to pay a repair fee this fee also has to be paid before a site can be further
developed. This looks as good, if not better than San Andreas PS2 and Leeds are really pushing this system to
the max as demonstrated by the fact the battery doesn't last all that long when playing GTA for extended
periods of time. The game features a full day night cycle and the draw distance allows the pop up which
happens to not be all that noticeable. The start and destination points of the Money Truck mission are
randomized. He is an extremely macho man who wants to wage full-scale war with the Haitian Gang. He
hadn't played "50 Cent: Bulletproof. There they kill every Haitian and set bombs up, after leaving the place the
factory blows up, putting the Haitians out of business. While it is an entirely aesthetic thing and Phil doesn't
get involved in the game too much, it just goes to show how far Rockstar is willing to go to build a realistic
environment and capture an era in a video game. Please contact us if you wish to respond. He knows games
are where it's at. Juan has also expressed his dislike for the French including the French secret service ,
claiming that they used to rob poor nations for centuries, but are now accusing him of stealing. Tommy's own
father managed a similar printing press when Vercetti was younger, which is the reason Tommy shows
extreme concern and anger when Earnest is injured by Forelli family enforcers who have come to take "their
cut of the deal. However, empires will only come under attack if Vance starts a war with the rival gang, which
is activated when taking over one of their empire businesses. Ultimately, she cuts her ties with him and wishes
that he not return to Little Haiti, but when Tommy does do so, he receives a final phone call from Auntie
Poulet "Why you [Tommy] coming here for? The two men part on pleasant terms. He also said that "In the Air
Tonight" came to him more than two decades ago. He helped set up the failed exchange that brought Tommy
Vercetti to Vice City, but was not involved in the ambush that resulted in the deal's failure. But its
breakthrough was a star turn as a central song in "Miami Vice," that bastion of '80s cops-and-robbers TV
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shows that influenced, among other things, "Grand Theft Auto: Vice City.


